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FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: C/SAS 2
INFO: DDP, D/O, VR

PRIORITY URGENT

RYHAT TYPE

TYPIC PRELIMN CMCO VIASLOUGH MALAB

1. ENCRYPT AND TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE ON 1 DECEMBER

BROADCAST SCHEDULE:

"SEVENTEN. WE WISH TO CONFIRM RECEIPT OF YOUR TWENTY-FIVE
LOWSTER CABLE TO LIMAB. WE NOW RECEIVE MESSAGES VIA SCHWANTZIAN.
SPECIAL INTEREST IN INFORMATION ON SPARE PARTS REQUIRED BY ROAD
BUILDING INDUSTRY, AND DATE GRANTED ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK. LIKE"

2. DISTRIBUTE THE COPY TO CMJ WAVE EYES ONLY.

END OF MESSAGE

Cable Sec: Please add CC to info line.
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